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Score big with the sports fans on your shopping list. From team-specific fan gear to sport stories caught on film, the gifts picked are sure to get your fan cheering…
for you!
1. NFL BBQ Set (http://d.sg/J9W)
Help your favorite NFL fan tailgate, grill, or cook with team pride, using this BBQ set with logo-embellished spatula, tongs, and fork. All of the tools are made from
durable stainless steel and are easy to tote to or from the game in a convenient canvas bag.
2. Reebok Hockey Jerseys (http://d.sg/J9X)
Go for the goal with a player jersey that will have your hockey fan standing up loud and proud to cheer. The jersey features an embroidered crest on the front with
the player’s name and number in twill applique on the back.
3. Adidas NBA Fleece (http://d.sg/JA0)
The basketball fan on your list will love to wear the same hoodie the pros wear. With a screen-printed logo on chest, this comfy fleece features climawarm
technology to provide warmth and style while warming up for a game or rooting for the team.
4. NCAA Cold Weather Hats (http://d.sg/JA4)
Keep the chill away on college game day with a collection of hats adorned with NCAA team colors and logos. With the many options available, you can’t go wrong
with a team topper for your favorite fan.
5. ESPN Films 30 for 30: Limited Edition [Blu-Ray] Set (Films 1-30) (http://d.sg/JA6)
This limited-edition collection featuring award-winning directors, never-before-seen footage and breath-taking interviews is a must-have for any ultimate sports
fan. The 12-disc set includes films 1-30 in the popular 30 for 30 series; each powerful film looking at the gripping drama surrounding world-renowned athletes and
their struggles on and off the playing fields.
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